Subdecay Studios – Anamnesis Echo
Modulated Delay
The Anamnesis Echo is hand crafted in Oregon with high quality
components. Thank you for purchasing a Subdecay pedal.
What is the Anamnesis all about?
This pedal is a modulated echo effect with ~ 600ms of max delay
time. It's best suited for creating lush walls of modulated swirling
delay sounds. The modulation speed is capable of up to 30hz,
which can make for some very creepy sounds. Natural trails are
possible too when the pedal is bypassed.
Controls:
Level: This control affects the echo signal volume only. The dry
signal remains at 100%.
Time: Adjusts the delay time from ~60ms to ~600ms.
Regen: Controls the amount of feedback from the delay output
back to the input. Increases the number of repeats as the knob is
turned to the right.
Modulation – Speed: Controls the LFO rate that modulates the
delay time.
Modulation – Depth: Controls how much the delay time is
modulated by the LFO. Turn all the way to the left for zero
modulation.
Internal switch:
Trails: Turns on or off the natural trails option. When on, repeats
will continue with the pedal in bypass.
Setting ideas:
Chorus: Set the time and regen to minimum. Use the speed and
depth control to create a chorus effect.
X-COM: Set the delay time to about 9:00. Regen at 12:00. Speed
and depth to 3:00 or higher to get creepy 90's video game sounds.
Pitch Chaos: Turn the delay time down low, and the repeats
modulation depth up high. It can get pretty messy.
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Power:
The Anamnesis is powered by a dedicated Class II regulated 9 to
18 volt power supply with a negative center 2.1mm barrel plug.
Current draw under normal operation is less than 100mA.
If using a “daisy chain” power supply all other units on the power
supply MUST be negative ground.
Specifications:
Input impedance: 2M
Output impedance: Less than 1K
Operation and care:
Keep away from extreme heat, cold and moisture. Use only a dry
towel to clean. No user serviceable parts. Contact Subdecay
Studios for repair or maintenance.
Warranty:
Subdecay Studios offers a 3 year limited warranty from the
purchase date to the original purchaser. This warranty does not
cover misuse, or the neglect of the user. It also does not cover the
finish, paint, or any external superficial damage. Any unauthorized
repairs or modifications will void the warranty. Subdecay Studios,
Inc. assumes no liability for this product.
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